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UNITARITY EFFECTS IN J= PHOTOAND DIS PRODUCTION ON NUCLEONSAND NUCLEI TARGETSE. Gotsmanay, E. Levina;bz, M. Lublinskybx, U. Maora{and E. NaftaliakaShool of Physis and AstronomyRaymond and Beverly Sakler Faulty of Exat SieneTel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, 69978, IsraelbDESY Theory Group, 22603, Hamburg, Germany(Reeived April 7, 2003)Dediated to Jan Kwiei«ski in honour of his 65th birthdayWe apply our solution of the nonlinear evolution equation to the aseof J= photo and DIS prodution on nuleons and nulei targets. Theunertainty in the J= wave funtion normalisation due to Fermi mo-tion is treated as a free parameter. We obtain good reprodution of theHERA experimental data on a proton target. Calulations of J= mesonsoherent prodution on nulei targets are presented and disussed. Ouranalysis supports the onlusions reahed in our previous studies, stress-ing the importane of nonlinear evolution in the kinematial domain ofhigh-density QCD.PACS numbers: 24.85.+p, 12.38.Qk1. IntrodutionIt was reognised long ago [1℄ that the interations of virtual photonsat high-energies and low virtualities are governed by nonlinear evolution.Over the years, di�erent theoretial methods of alulating proesses in thekinematial region of high-density QCD (hdQCD) have been proposed [2�7℄,leading to the onstrution of an equation, whih inorporates both lineary gotsman�post.tau.a.ilz leving�post.tau.a.ilx lublinm�mail.desy.de{ maor�post.tau.a.ilk erann�post.tau.a.il (3255)



3256 E. Gotsman et al.evolution due to parton splitting, and nonlinear evolution due to the reom-bination of partons at high-density. This equation is given in Eq. (1) below,using the notations of [7℄, for ~N(r?; x; b), the imaginary part of the ampli-tude of a dipole of size r?, whih satters elastially at impat parameter b.In this paper we extend our reent investigations [8, 9℄ of the nonlin-ear evolution to vetor mesons, fousing on J= photo [10℄ and DIS [11℄prodution. As this proess is haraterised by a sale of the order of theharmed quark mass, m, it is onsidered a primary andidate for investigat-ing the kinematial region of QCD on the boundary between perturbativeand hdQCD.In our previous publiations [12,13℄ we demonstrated that the ross se-tion experimental data for J= prodution is well reprodued if one employstwo damping fators, alulated using a Glauber like shadowing-orretion(SC) formalism [14℄. Broadly speaking, eah damping fator may be onsid-ered as one iteration in an iterative proedure for determining ~N(r?; x; b).These iterations orrespond to Glauber resatterings where the �rst itera-tion is attributed to SC due to the passage of a dipole through the target,and the seond iteration is attributed to one small x gluon emitted by thedipole prior to the interation. We believe that the SC formalism was, at thetime, an important preliminary step towards the more rigorous treatmentof [9℄.A partiular outome of [13℄, is that the J= experimental data for theforward di�erential ross setion slope, B, an be well reprodued by assum-ing that the pro�le funtion in the impat parameter spae is the Fouriertransform of an eletromagneti dipole-like form fator. Our numerial al-ulations of B produed a satisfatory �t to the experimental data with ahadron radius R2 = 10 GeV�2. On the other hand, in [9℄, a good �t to theF2 data was obtained with R2 = 3:1 GeV�2 for an exponential form fator,and R2 = 4:5 GeV�2, for a dipole-like form fator. We onsider the radiiin [9℄ as e�etive radii whih are redued due to (i) the presene of inelastidi�rative proesses; and (ii) the observation that in the simple expressiontypially used for �dipole, the dipole�proton ross setion, a small anomalousdimension has been assumed. As we shall see, when alulating the ross se-tion for J= prodution, it is neessary to inlude an e�etive b-dependene,whih we hoose to extrat from the HERA experimental data.This paper is organised as follows: in Setion 2 we brie�y review the non-linear equation and the approximate numerial solution to it, as obtainedin [9℄; in Setion 3 we alulate the integrated ross setion for J= photo-and DIS- prodution, and ompare to the relevant experimental data; inSetion 4 we present our preditions for the prodution of J= from satter-ing of eletrons on heavy nulei. Our summary and onlusions are given inSetion 5.



Unitarity E�ets in J= Photo and DIS Prodution . . . 32572. The dipole sattering amplitudeThe imaginary part of the dipole sattering amplitude, ~N , is a solutionof a nonlinear evolution equation, whih haraterises the low x behaviourof the parton densities, while taking into aount hdQCD e�ets, therebyobeying the unitarity onstraints. The equation desribes the interationwith a target of a parent dipole, of size x01, and of two dipoles, of sizes x12and x02, whih were produed by the dipole of size x01. The probability forthe deay of the dipole of size x01 is given by the square of its wave funtion,whih, in a simpli�ed form, an be written as x201=x202x212.Eah of the produed dipoles an interat with the target independently,with respetive amplitudes of ~N(x12; y; b� 12x02) and ~N(x02; y; b� 12x12),where y denotes the rapidity variable and b the impat parameter. However,adding these ontributions learly overestimates the dipole�nuleon intera-tion, sine one must onsider the probability that during the interation,one dipole is in the shadow of the other. This negative orretion fator isgiven by � ~N(x12; y; b � 12x02) ~N (x02; y; b� 12x12).Thus, ~N an be written in the form~N(x01; Y ; b) = ~N(x01; Y0; b) exp ��2CF �s� ln�x201�2 � (Y � Y0)�+CF �s�2 YZY0 dy exp ��2CF �s� ln�x201�2 � (Y � y)��Z� d2x2 x201x202x212 �2 ~N(x02; y; b� 12x12)� ~N(x02; y; b� 12x12) ~N(x12; y; b� 12x02)� ; (1)where, Y = � lnx, Y0 = � lnx0 and � is an ultraviolet uto�, whih doesnot appear in the physial quantities.The linear part of (1) is the LO BFKL equation [15℄, whih desribesthe evolution of the multipliity of the �xed size olour dipoles as a funtionof the energy Y . The equation sums the high twist ontributions. Note,that the linear part of (1) also has higher twist ontributions and the mainontribution of the nonlinear part is to the leading twist (see [2℄ for generalarguments and [16℄ for expliit alulations).For ompleteness, we provide a brief desription of the steps taken in [9℄for obtaining an approximate solution for ~N(x01; Y ; b).



3258 E. Gotsman et al.The initial onditions for (1) were taken at x0 = 10�2 in the eikonalapproximation, aounting for multiple dipole�target interations:~N(x01; x0; b) = 1 � e� 12�input(x01;x0)S(b); (2)where �input(x01; x0) = �s �2N x201xGDGLAP(x0; 4=x201) ; (3)and S(b) is the pro�le funtion in impat parameter spae. As stated, wefound that the experimental data of the di�erential ross setion slope, B, iswell desribed by the following pro�le funtion, whih is the Fourier trans-form of eletromagneti dipole-like form fator:S(b) = 2�R2 p8bR K1 p8bR ! : (4)As a �rst step, the b-dependene of (1) was negleted. Thus, all twistontributions for the evolution were summed, using the initial ondition(2) at b = 0. Then, one an approximate solution was obtained, the bdependene is restored, assuming similar b-dependenes for both the solutionand the initial onditions. Spei�ally, the following ansatz was used for theb-dependene of ~N :~N(r?; x; b) = (1 � e��(x;r?)S(b)=S(0)) ; (5)where �(x; r?) = � ln(1 � ~N(r?; x; b = 0)): (6)3. Cross setion for J= produtionThe ross setion for J= prodution is given by:�(�p �! V p) = Z d2b ����Z dz d2r?	�(r?; z;Q2)A(r?; x; b)	V(r?; z)����2 ;(7)where A(r?; x; b) is the imaginary part of the prodution amplitude in im-pat parameter spae, and 	V and 	� are, respetively, the wave fun-tions of the J= and the virtual photon. Formally speaking 	V shoulddepend on b. However, as the dominant ontribution of the J= wave fun-tion omes from short distanes, this dependene is negleted. The evalu-ation of (7) is done by �rst performing the polarisation summation of theJ= -photon overlap funtion, 	V�	� . This overlap funtion an be derivedin the r? representation using the spin strutures of the vetor meson wavefuntion [17℄ and the well-known photon wave funtion [18℄.



Unitarity E�ets in J= Photo and DIS Prodution . . . 3259A detailed analysis of the overlap funtion has already been made in [19℄,where it was found that, in the momentum representation, the overlap fun-tion for transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) polarised photon is given by [19℄:	V(k?; z) � 	�;T(k?; z) / 2(z2+(1�z)2)k2?a2 +m2(a2�k2?)m (a2+k2?)3 	V(k?; z) ;(8)	V(k?; z) � 	�;L(k?; z) / 2z(1 � z)Q(a2 � k2?)(a2 + k2?)3 	V(k?; z) ; (9)with a2 = z(1 � z)Q2 + m2 . Here � denotes the polarisation and heli-ity summation. For a given J= spatial distribution, the transformation toon�guration spae is straightforward and is given in Eqs. (10), (11) below.Although many models exist for the spatial distributions of vetor mesons(see for example, [17, 20�24℄), we hoose to approximate 	V(r?; z) to be	V(r? = 0; z = 12). As in our previous publiations [12, 13℄, we onsider be-low a deviation from this approximation due to relativisti e�ets, produedby the Fermi motion of the bound quarks within the vetor meson.The e�et of this motion, however, strongly depends on the harmedquark mass, m. If one assumes, for example, that m =M =2 ' 1:55GeV,then, by de�nition, there is no orretion due to Fermi motion. On theother hand, in [20℄, it has been assumed that m ' 1:50GeV, and a sup-pression fator of the ross setion of about 0:25 was obtained, with almostno energy dependene. Hene, as it stands, the ontribution of this e�etlies within a substantial range of unertainty in whih m varies by no morethan 0:05GeV.We, therefore, onsider the e�et of Fermi motion as an unertaintyof the wave funtion normalisation, introduing it as an overall (energy-independent) suppression fator, KF, whih we use as a �tting parameter.Using the above approximation we Fourier transform Eqs. (8) and (9) andobtain:	V(r?=0; z= 12 ) � 	�;T(r?;Q2) = KF48�emr3�eeM �� � a2m ��K1(�)� �24 K2(�)�+m��22 K2(�)��K1(�)�� (10)	V(r?=0; z= 12 ) � 	�;L(r?;Q2)= KF48�emr3�eeM � Q2 ��22 K2(�)��K1(�)� : (11)where � = ar?, Ki; i = 1; 2 are the modi�ed Bessel funtions and �ee =5:26 keV is the leptoni width of the J= .



3260 E. Gotsman et al.Before presenting our results for the ross setion (7), we disuss theimpat parameter dependene of the prodution amplitude, A. At �rstsight, A(r?; x; b) equals ~N(r?; x; b) where its b-dependene is related to thesolution of Eq. (1) at b = 0 through the ansatz of Eq. (5). The parameterR in S(b) [see Eq. (4)℄ is related to the hadron size and has already beendetermined in [9℄ by �tting ~N to the experimental data of F2. However, asstated in the introdution, a good �t to F2 was obtained using a relativelysmall value of R2 = 4:5GeV2, whereas we know that the measured J= di�erential slope, B, is onsistent with a radius whih is more than twielarger.Hene, it turns out that A di�ers from ~N . The orret b-dependene ofA is given by the following expression:A(r?; x; b) = Z d2b0 ~N(r?; x; b0)S0(b� b0) : (12)To understand Eq. (12) we need to reall the proedure for alulating thetotal ross setion for the deep inelasti proess whih is shown in Fig. 1.If one uses the spei� model in whih the proton onsists of two olourdipoles (see Refs. [25, 26℄ for details), the total deep inelasti ross setionis given solely by the sattering amplitude of one partiular dipole presentin the proton target. More spei�ally, as there is no momentum transferwhih is involved in the proess, the total ross setion does not depend onthe probability of �nding a seond (spetator) dipole in the target.
γ*

proton}

dipoleFig. 1. Resatterings for total DIS ross setion.On the other hand, in the proess of J= prodution, the momentumtransfer, q, is not zero (see Fig. 2). In this proess, for �xed momentumtransfer, the t = �q2 dependene of the J= prodution relates both to~N(r?; x; q) (the amplitude for the photon to satter o� one dipole) andto the probability to �nd the seond dipole having a momentum q insideof the reoiled proton. Denoting this probability by S0(q), the produtionamplitude is thus proportional to ~N(r?; x; q)S0(q). A produt in momentumrepresentation is equivalent to a onvolution in the impat parameter, henethe form of Eq. (12).
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Fig. 2. Resatterings for J= ross setion at �xed t = �q2.Atually, we an estimate S0(q) using the Born approximation for thesattering amplitude shown in the diagram of Fig. 3. Assuming a simplefatorised form of the proton wave funtion,	proton(r?; �?) = �(r?)�(�?) ; (13)where �? = r1;?�r2;? and r? = r3;?�(r1;?+r2;?)=2, we an easily alulateS0(q) S0(q) = Z d2r? j�(r?)j2 ei 13~q� ~r? : (14)Comparing Eq. (14) with the expression for the eletromagneti form fatorfor proton F (q) = Z d2r? j�(r?)j2 ei 23 ~q� ~r? (15)one an see that S0(b) an be desribed by Eq. (4) with R = Rproton=2,where Rproton is the eletromagneti radius of proton.
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3262 E. Gotsman et al.Alternatively, we an hoose a di�erent strategy and extrat the typialsize for the pro�le funtion S0(b) using the experimental data. Generally,the di�erential slope is related to the average of the square of impat pa-rameter, weighted by the dipole�proton ross setion. The orret averagingproedure would be to integrate both over the impat parameter and overthe dipole size, thereby reonstruting the energy dependene of B (theshrinkage of the di�ration peak):B(x) = 12 hb2i = R d2r?b2d2b ~N(r?; x; b)2 R d2r?d2b ~N(r?; x; b) : (16)The value of B as obtained from (16) is, of ourse, not universal for allproesses, and it diretly depends on the hoie of S(b). For the purpose ofalulating the e�etive radius to be used in S0(b), we de�ne the deviationof 12hb2i from the measured slope to be:B0 = Bexp � 12hb2i ; (17)where Bexp is taken from experimental data (see, e.g., [27℄). S0(b) is thenalulated from Eq. (4) with the substitution R �! R0 = 2B0.The resulting b-dependene of A(x; b) � R d2r?A(r?; x; b)	(r?)	V areshown in Fig. 4. The onvolution of S0(b) with ~N(r?; x; b0) is realized by ashift in the maximum of the sattering amplitude in the impat parameterspae. The derease of the amplitude in the low b region may be understoodas a signature of shadowing orretions needed to insure unitarity.

Fig. 4. The impat parameter dependene of the J= prodution amplitude.



Unitarity E�ets in J= Photo and DIS Prodution . . . 3263Our alulations of �(�p �! J= ) were basially in aordane withEq. (7), with modi�ations due to the ontribution from the real part of theprodution amplitude [28℄ and the skewed (o� diagonal) gluon distribution[29℄. The ontribution of the real part is given by:C2R = (1 + �2) ; (18)where � = ReA=ImA = tg���2 � (19)and, in our approah, � = � ln( ~N)=� ln�1x� : (20)Note that with this de�nition of �, its value obeys the unitarity onstraintaording to whih, at a �xed value of Q2, � is a dereasing funtion of theenergy with �! 0 as x! 0 [9℄.The o� diagonal ontribution is given by:C2G =  22�+3 � (�+ 52)p� � (�+ 4) !2 : (21)Formally, the de�nition (20) of � is r?-dependent. In pratie, the orre-tions due the r?-dependene of � are rather small. Thus, � is omputed at�xed sale r2? = 4=(Q2 +M2J= ).The results of our alulations of Eq. (7), given the above modi�a-tions, are shown in Fig. 5 for J= photoprodution, where we de�ne x =M2J= =W 2. We found that the H1 data [30℄ are ompatible with KF = 0:6(�2=n.d.f. = 0:5) while the ZEUS data require KF = 0:76 (�2=n.d.f. = 0:6).As stated, the fator KF is the deviation of our approximation for the J= stati potential wave funtion from a more realisti model, in whih thespatial distribution of J= depends on r? and z. Our results are onsis-tent with [24℄, where a omparison between a realisti and stati J= wavefuntions was made.The values of KF whih were obtained for Q2 = 0, were used to preditthe ross setion for Q2 > 0. In Fig. 6 we ompare the Q2 > 0 preditionsto the preliminary data whih were read o� plots in [11℄. Within the ex-perimental errors, our reprodution of the data is good, exept for data atQ2 = 16GeV2 where we underestimate the H1 point (W ' 80GeV) and oneof the ZEUS points (W ' 180GeV). In spite of this, the overall �2=n.d.f.for photoprodution and DIS data (inluding these two problemati points)is 0.73 for ZEUS and 0.84 for H1.



3264 E. Gotsman et al.

Fig. 5. The ZEUS and H1 J= photoprodution data ompared with our alula-tions using NLE.

Fig. 6. J= DIS and photoprodution, data and our alulations using NLE. Theupper (lower) urves at eah Q2 bin orrespond to di�erent KF values, whih were�tted to ZEUS (H1) photoprodution data.



Unitarity E�ets in J= Photo and DIS Prodution . . . 32654. Preditions for heavy nuleiIn this setion we assess the unitarity e�ets in J= oherent produtionin photo and DIS on a nulear target. In suh proesses, unitarity e�etsare more pronouned than in e�p ollisions. Thus, with nulear targets onean aess the region of hdQCD at values of x whih are larger than thoseharaterising this region at HERA experiments.The prodution of vetor mesons on a nulear target an be alulated ina straightforward manner using methods similar to the above. In priniple,(1) an be solved separately for eah atomi number A, with the same formof initial onditions. To this end we hoose to present our preditions usingthe Glauber approah, and for the time being to postpone the solution of (1)for nulei.In the Glauber approah, the ross-setion for the J= prodution, in-luding ontributions for the perolation through a nuleus of both a jq�qisystem and a jq�qgi system, is given by the following expression:�(�A �! J= A) = Z d2b ����Z dz d2r?	�(r?; z;Q2)	J= (r?; z)� 264�1� e�12
q�+ CF�2 �sr2? Z dxx Zr0?>r? d2r0?r04? �1� e�12
g�375�������2 ;(22)where the opaities 
q and 
g are de�ned as:
q(b; r?; x) = �23 r2?�s( 4r2? )xG(x; 4r2? )SA(b) ; (23)
g(b; r?; x) = 94
q(b; r?; x); (24)SA(b) is the number of nuleons in a nuleus interating with the inomingdipole and xG is the gluon density obtained from linear DGLAP evolution(we used CTEQ parametrisation [31℄ for this partiular omputation).We are ognisant of the fat that when dealing with heavy nulei inter-ations, neither a dipole nor a Gaussian are adequate for SA(b). When theprobing hadroni system perolates through a heavy nuleus, it experienesmultiple resatterings over a substantially long region of the impat param-eter spae. On the other hand, one the system leaves the heavy nulei, thenumber of strong interations dereases rapidly.Our approah is to use the Wood�Saxon parameterisation [32℄ for theimpat parameter dependene, SA(b):SA(b) = �Z drjj1 + e r�RAh ; (25)



3266 E. Gotsman et al.where rjj is the longitudinal distane from the target, h and RA are param-eters whih are taken from experimental tables [33℄, r = qr2jj + b2 and thenormalisation fator � is de�ned in the following relation:�Z drjj d2b1 + e r�RAh = A : (26)Note that RA is assoiated with the radius of a nuleus with atomi num-ber A.To determine the variane between nulei targets and a nuleon target,we need to examine the A dependene of the integrated ross setion, byomparing the alulated ross setion to a power behaviour of � / AÆ. Themaximal value of the exponent, Æmax, depends on the pro�le funtion SA(b),and an be found from the following integral:AÆmax = Z d2b jSA(b)j2 : (27)For an exponential pro�le, Æmax = 43 and for a Wood�Saxon pro�le of (25),Æmax � 1:43. A deviation from the maximal value of Æ would be a learsignature of saturation of the growth of the ross setion. Fig. 7(a) showsthe ross setion as a funtion of A with an arbitrary normalisation, forx = 10�5; 10�4 and 10�3. To illustrate the saturation e�et, we omparethe urves to a power behaviour of � / A4=3. Unitarity onserving e�etsare already appreiable at x = 10�3.Eq. (22) takes into aount the interation of the quark�antiquark pairand the fastest gluon. On the other hand, we an improve our Glauber ap-proah by using the solution of the non-linear equation, sine the solutionto the non-linear equation takes into aount all possible interations of par-tons with the nuleon target. As stated, R2p, the e�etive radius of nuleonturns out, in our approah, to be very small. With suh a small radius, thetypial parameter that governs the dipole interation with the nulear targetis also very small, namely, R2p SA(0) � 1 : (28)In the standard approah, however, R2p SA(0) was onsidered to be large.We thus have to take into aount all resatterings inside the proton in the�rst stage of our approah and treat the interations with di�erent nuleonsin a nuleus using the Glauber formula.



Unitarity E�ets in J= Photo and DIS Prodution . . . 3267

Fig. 7. J= photoprodution on a nulear target: (a),(b) show the A-dependeneof the ross setion for di�erent values of x, normalised to unity at A = 50 [(a)shows the ontribution due to the interations of jq�qi and jq�qgi with the nuleus,and (b) shows the ontributions of all interations℄; () shows the values of Æ, as afuntion of x, where the lower urve orresponds to plot (a) and the upper urveorresponds to plot (b); and (d) shows the normalisation ratio between plot (a)and plot (b) as explained in the text.Spei�ally, the ross setion an be written in the form:�(�A �! J= A)= Z d2b ����Zdzd2r? 	�(r?; z;Q2)	J= (r?; z)�1�e� 12�(dipole�nuleon)SA(b)�����2 ;(29)



3268 E. Gotsman et al.where �(dipole�nuleon) is equal to 2 R d2 bN(r2; x; b), where N is dipole�nuleon amplitude.The following �gures illustrate the e�et of the inlusion of all resatter-ings. Fig. 7(b) shows the ross setion of Eq. (29) as a funtion of A withan arbitrary normalisation, for x = 10�5; 10�4 and 10�3.In Fig. 7() we display the harateristi exponent, Æ, as a funtion of x,for the alulated ross-setions of Eqs. (22) and (29). The upper urve inFig. 7() orresponds to the numerial alulation of Eq. (29) and the lowerurve orresponds to Eq. (22). In terms of Æ, the di�erenes between thetwo approahes are negligible. On the other hand, as further detailed below,there is a onsiderable normalisation di�erene.To investigate the normalisation di�erene, we de�ne the following ratio:R = Eq: (29)Eq: (22) : (30)We have alulated R for J= photoprodution on a gold target (A ' 200).The results, as a funtion of the energy, for several values of Q2, are shownin Fig. 7(d). Our alulations show that the full alulation is suppressedby a fator of about 0.4 with respet to the alulation in whih only a jq�qiand a jq�qgi systems are onsidered to interat with the nuleus.

Fig. 8. Preditions of J= photo- and DIS prodution on a gold target, using theGlauber approah of Eq. (29) for di�erent values of Q2 as a funtion of W .



Unitarity E�ets in J= Photo and DIS Prodution . . . 3269Our predition for the energy dependene for J= prodution on a goldtarget, in the alulation whih inludes all parton interations is shownin Fig. (8) for several values of Q2. In this �gure, we have used the wavefuntion normalisation whih we have extrated from the data on protontarget. Due to the unertainty of this normalisation, and to the 0.4 ratio ofEq. (30), our rough estimation of the relative errors of the urves are of theorder of 15�20%. 5. SummaryWe have extended our reent investigation of the approximate solutionof the nonlinear evolution equation to the ase of J= photo- and DIS pro-dution. We have onvoluted our previous ansatz for the b-dependene ofthe amplitude with an additional pro�le whih is extrated from the ele-tromagneti form fator. The resulting impat parameter dependene of theamplitude exhibits a derease near b = 0. We believe that this derease isdue to the deviation from the linear evolution equations, and is a signaturefor the onset of unitarity taming e�ets.We have used the solution to the NLE and obtained a satisfatory repro-dution of both the photo- and the DIS prodution data. Our free parameterwas the unertainty in the J= wave funtion normalisation due to Fermimotion of the � pair. In addition, we took into aount modi�ations ofthe ross setion due to the real part of the amplitude and the existene ofskewed gluons within the nuleon.We used the Glauber approah to alulate the ross setion for J= prodution on a nulear target. Our preditions demonstrate that suh pro-esses are important for the understanding of unitarity taming e�ets. Wehave found that these e�ets start to dominate for x � 10�3. Hene, thepreditions presented here may be veri�ed with the future eRHIC experi-ments.It is important to note that, apart from the unertainties due to vetormeson wave funtion, the alulations on nulei do not ontain any �ttingparameters. More spei�ally the unertainty due to b dependene of thesolution for nulei is quite small. In other words, the initial onditions forthe BK equation [6, 7℄ are determined solely by the proton DIS data.This paper is dediated to our friend and olleague Jan Kwieinski onthe oasion of his sixty-�fth birthday, may he ontinue to be ative andontribute for many years to ome.Two of us (E.G. and E.L.) thank the DESY Theory Division for theirhospitality. This researh was supported in part by GIF grant# I-620-22.14/1999 and by Israeli Siene Foundation, founded by the IsraeliAademy of Siene and Humanities.
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